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Abstract: Standard epistemic modal logic is unable to adequately deal with the Frauchiger–
Renner paradox in quantum physics. We introduce a novel justification logic CTJ, in which
the paradox can be formalized without leading to an inconsistency. Still CTJ is strong enough
to model traditional epistemic reasoning. Our logic tolerates two different pieces of evidence
such that one piece justifies a proposition and the other piece justifies the negation of that
proposition. However, our logic disallows one piece of evidence to justify both a proposition
and its negation. We present syntax and semantics for CTJ and discuss its basic properties.
Then we give an example of epistemic reasoning in CTJ that illustrates how the different
principles of CTJ interact. We continue with the formalization of the Frauchiger–Renner
thought experiment and discuss it in detail. Further, we add a trust axiom to CTJ and again
discuss epistemic reasoning and the paradox in this extended setting.
Keywords: Conflicting evidence, justification logic, epistemic logic, Frauchiger–Renner
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1.

Introduction

Nurgalieva and del Rio [Nurgalieva, del Rio, 2019] challenge the logic community to find a sound logical system to analyze agents’ reasoning when
quantum measurements are involved. They show that standard epistemic
modal logic is inadequate in quantum settings. In particular, they investigate the Frauchiger–Renner paradox [Frauchiger, Renner, 2018] and establish
that modal logics are unable to deal properly with this paradox. Moreover,
they show that candidate workarounds like keeping track of the context of each
statement, are unpractical, requiring exponentially large memories.
In this paper, we present an epistemic logic that can
1. adequately deal with the Frauchiger-Renner paradox, in particular
without resulting in an inconsistency, and also
2. model classical epistemic reasoning.
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In order to achieve this, we develop a novel justification logic, CTJ. Justification logic is a variant of modal logic where the 2-modality is replaced
with explicit evidence terms [Artemov, Fitting, 2019 ; Kuznets, Studer, 2019].
Thus, instead of of formulas 2a A meaning agent a believes A, justification logic features formulas [s]a A meaning agent a believes A for reason s. In the
first justification logic, the Logic of Proofs, the evidence terms represented
formal proofs in say Peano arithmetic [Artemov, 2001; Kuznets, Studer, 2016].
Later, epistemic semantics for justification logic have been developed where
evidence terms can represent general justifications for an agent’s belief like direct observation or communication with other agents [Artemov, 2006; Artemov,
2008; Bucheli et al., 2011; Bucheli et al., 2014; Fitting, 2005; Kuznets, Studer,
2012; Studer, 2013].
The defining principle of our logic CTJ is the following: given some evidence s
it is not possible that
s justifies some proposition P and s justifies the negation of P .
We call this a principle of no conflicts as any given evidence cannot justifiy
conflicting propositions.
However, our logic CTJ also is conflict tolerant in the sense that there
may be two different pieces of evidence, s and t, such that s justifies P and t
justifies ¬P . That is CTJ tolerates two contradicting pieces of evidence; but it
disallows one piece of evidence to support two conflicting propositions. Thus
CTJ maintains a fine balance between accepting all beliefs and banning all
contradictory beliefs.
In the next section, we introduce an axiomatic system for CTJ and discuss
its basic properties, in particular with respect to consistency statements of the
form [s]a ⊥ and [s]a (A ∧ ¬A). Then we give semantics to CTJ using subset
models. The main idea there is that evidence terms are interpreted as sets
of possible worlds and a formula [s]a A is true if the interpretation of s is a
subset of the truthset of A. Subset models have been introduced in [Lehmann,
Studer, 2019] and turned out the be useful in many different contexts [Lehmann,
Studer, 2020]. Section 4. deals with epistemic reasoning in CTJ. We present
an example that shows how the principle of no conflicts interacts with positive
introspection and also with the other axioms and rules of CTJ. Then we give
a first formalization of the Frauchiger–Renner paradox in CTJ showing that it
does not lead to an inconsistency. In Section 6. we discuss our formalization
and compare it with formalizations in traditional modal logic. For Sections 7.
and 8. we extend CTJ with a trust axiom and we discuss our epistemic reasoning
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example and the formalization of the Frauchiger–Renner paradox in this setting.
The last section concludes the paper.
The justification logic principle of no conflicts has first been considered in a
deontic setting [Faroldi et al., 2020] where it states that two obligations A and
¬A cannot be mandatory for one and the same reason. In the present paper,
we put this principle in the frame of epistemic justification logic.
The Frauchiger-Renner paradox has been presented as a no-go theorem
stating that a particular situation is physically impossible. No-go theorems are
known also in other areas where they also have been investigated by logical
methods. In social choice theory, there is Arrow’s theorem [Arrow, 1950] saying that no voting system is possible that meets certain fairness conditions.
Arrow’s theorem has been formalized in independence logic by Pacuit and
Yang [Pacuit, Yang, 2016]. In data privacy, there are a no-go theorems stating
that certain combinations of desirable privacy properites are impossible [Studer,
Werner, 2014]. These results have been analyzed and generalized using modal
logic [Studer, 2020].

2.

Syntax

Justification terms are built from countably many constants ci and variables xi according to the following grammar:
t ::= ci | xi | t · t | !t .
The set of constants is denoted by Cons. The set of terms is denoted by Tm.
A term is called ground if it does not contain variables. We use a finite set of
agents Ag.
Formulas are built from countably many atomic propositions Pi and the
symbol ⊥ according to the following grammar where a ∈ Ag and t ∈ Tm:
F ::= Pi | ⊥ | F → F | [t]a F .
The set of atomic propositions is denoted by Prop and the set of all formulas
is denoted by Fml. The other classical Boolean connectives ¬, >, ∧, ∨, ↔ are
defined as usual, in particular we have ¬A := A → ⊥ and > := ¬⊥. Note that
our language does not include the usual sum-operation of justification logic.
This is on purpose, see Remark 1 later.
The axioms of conflict tolerant justification logic CTJ are the following:
cl
j
noc
j4

all axioms of classical logic
[s]a (A → B) → ([t]a A → [s · t]a B)
¬([s]a A ∧ [s]a ¬A)
[s]a A → [!s]a [s]a A
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Justification logics are parameterized by a so-called constant specification,
which is a set of formulas
CS ⊆ {[cn ]an . . . [c1 ]a1 A |
for n ≥ 1, ci ∈ Cons, ai ∈ Ag and A is an axiom of CTJ}
that is downward closed, i.e. for n > 1
[cn ]an . . . [c1 ]a1 A ∈ CS implies [cn−1 ]an−1 . . . [c1 ]a1 A ∈ CS.
Our logic CTJCS is now given by the axioms of CTJ and the rules modus
ponens
A

A → B (MP)
B

and axiom necessitation
[cn ]an . . . [c1 ]a1 A

(AN) where [cn ]an . . . [c1 ]a1 A ∈ CS .

We write ∆ `CS A to mean that a formula A is derivable in CTJCS from a
set of formulas ∆. As usual, we use ∆, A for ∆ ∪ {A}.
Definition 1 (Axiomatically appropriate CS). A constant specification CS is
called axiomatically appropriate if for each axiom A and each sequence of agents
an , . . . , a1 , there is a sequence of constants cn , . . . , c1 such that
[cn ]an . . . [c1 ]a1 A ∈ CS.
Axiomatically appropriate constant specifications are important as they
provide a form of necessitation. For a proof of the following lemma see,
e.g., [Artemov, 2001; Artemov, Fitting, 2019 ; Kuznets, Studer, 2019].
Lemma 1 (Internalization1 ). Let CS be an axiomatically appropriate constant
specification. For arbitrary formulas A, B1 , . . . , Bn , arbitrary terms s1 , . . . , sn ,
and an arbitrary agent a, if
B1 , . . . , Bn `CS A,
then there is a term t such that
[s1 ]a B1 , . . . , [sn ]a Bn `CS [t]a A.
1

We follow the naming convention of [Kuznets, Studer, 2019]. Internalization means that
a justification logic internalizes its own notion of derivation. In other places, e.g. [Artemov,
Fitting, 2019 ], this result is called lifting lemma.
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A consequence of internalization is that we can combine justifications in
CTJCS (for an axiomatically appropriate CS), i.e. we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let CS be an axiomatically appropriate constant specification. For
all formulas A and B, there exists a term r such that for all terms s and t, the
following is provable in CTJCS
[s]a A ∧ [t]a B → [r · s · t]a (A ∧ B).
Proof. By internalization, there exists a term r with
`CS [r]a (A → (B → (A ∧ B))).
Thus from [s]a A and [t]a B and using axiom j and modus ponens we get
[r · s · t]a (A ∧ B).

In CTJCS we may have situations where there is a justification for A and
(another) justification for ¬A, see Example 1 later. Neither does the logic
CTJCS exclude a justification for ⊥; and there may be a justification for a
formula of the form A ∧ ¬A. That means that the formulas
[s]a ⊥ and [s]a (A ∧ ¬A),
respectively, are satisfiable (if the constant specification is not too strong).
However, what is excluded in CTJCS is the existence of a justification s such
that s justifies A and s also justifies ¬A. That is the formula [s]a A ∧ [s]a ¬A
is not satisfiable as this directly contradicts axiom noc. Hence, in particular,
there cannot be one justification for everything.
The situation is different when we consider schematic reasoning. We will
give the definition of schematic constant specifications and then show that they
are not compatible with conflicting evidence.
Definition 2 (Schematic constant specification). A constant specification CS
is called schematic if for each sequence of constants cn , . . . , c1 and each sequence
of agents an , . . . , a1 , the set of axioms {A | [cn ]an . . . [c1 ]a1 A ∈ CS} consists of
all instances of one or several (possibly zero) axioms schemes of CTJ.
Schematic constant specifications are often considered for justification logics
as they support subsitutions in theorems.
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Lemma 3. Let CS be a schematic constant specification. Let σ be a substitution
that in a given formula simultaneously replaces variables with terms and atomic
propositions with formulas. We have
`CS A

implies

`CS Aσ.

However, axiomatically appropriate and schematic constant specifications
prohibit conflicting justifications. Therefore, we will not allow them for the rest
of this paper.
Lemma 4. Let CS be an axiomatically appropriate and schematic constant
specification. It is inconsistent in CTJCS to have a justification for A and
(another) justification for ¬A. That is for all formulas [s]a A and [t]a ¬A we
have
`CS ([s]a A ∧ [t]a ¬A) → ⊥.
Proof. Assume [s]a A and [t]a ¬A . Using Lemma 2 we find a term r such that
[r · s · t]a (A ∧ ¬A).
Since CS is axiomatically appropriate, we find by internalization a term k with
[k]a (A ∧ ¬A → P ).
Since CS is schematic, we find by Lemma 3 that
[k]a (A ∧ ¬A → ¬P )
holds, too. Hence we find that both
[k · (r · s · t)]a P

and [k · (r · s · t)]a ¬P,

which contradicts axiom noc.



Remark 1. Note that if our language included the usual sum-operation of
justification logic, then
`CS ([s]a A ∧ [t]a ¬A) → ⊥
would hold for arbitrary constant specifications. Indeed, the sum axiom is
[s]a A ∨ [t]a A → [s + t]a A.
Hence, if this axiom is present, we immediately obtain that [s]a A ∧ [t]a ¬A
implies [s + t]a A ∧ [s + t]a ¬A, which contradicts axiom noc. One possibility to
still include a sum-like principle could be to use an axiom like
([s]a A ∧ ¬[t]a ¬A) → ([s + t]a A ∧ [t + s]a A).
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3.

Semantics

We base our semantics on subset models, which have recently been introduced in justification logic [Lehmann, Studer, 2019; Lehmann, Studer, 2020].
Definition 3 (Subset model). Given some constant specification CS, then a
CS-subset model M = (W, W0 , V, E) is defined by:
• W is a set of objects called worlds.
• W0 ⊆ W and W0 6= ∅ .
• V : W × Fml → {0, 1} such that for all ω ∈ W0 , t ∈ Tm, F, G ∈ Fml:
– V (ω, ⊥) = 0;
– V (ω, F → G) = 1
– V (ω, [t]a F ) = 1

iff
iff

V (ω, F ) = 0 or V (ω, G) = 1;
Ea (ω, t) ⊆ {υ ∈ W | V (υ, F ) = 1}.

• E : Ag → (W × Tm → P(W )) that meets the following conditions where
we write Ea for E(a) and use the notation
[A] := {ω ∈ W | V (ω, A) = 1}.

(1)

For all a ∈ Ag, all ω ∈ W0 , and all s, t ∈ Tm:
– Ea (ω, s · t) ⊆ {υ ∈ W | ∀F ∈ APPa,ω (s, t)(υ ∈ [F ])} where APP
contains all formulas that can be justified by an application of s
to t, see below;
– ∃υ ∈ Wnc with υ ∈ Ea (ω, t) where
Wnc := {ω ∈ W |
for all formulas A (V (ω, A) = 0 or V (ω, ¬A) = 0)};
– Ea (ω, !t) ⊆
{ v ∈ W | ∀F ∈ Fml (V (ω, [t]a F ) = 1 ⇒ V (v, [t]a F ) = 1) };
– for all [cn ]an . . . [c1 ]a1 A ∈ CS:
Ean (ω, cn ) ⊆ [ [cn−1 ]an−1 . . . [c1 ]a1 A ].
The set APP is formally defined as follows:
APPa,ω (s, t) := {F ∈ Fml | ∃H ∈ Fml s.t.
Ea (ω, s) ⊆ [H → F ] and Ea (ω, t) ⊆ [H]}.
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W0 is the set of normal worlds. The conditions on V for normal worlds tell
us, in particular, that the laws of classical logic hold in normal worlds. The
set W \ W0 consists of the non-normal worlds. Moreover, using the notation
introduced by (1), we can read the condition on V for justification formulas
[t]a F as:
V (ω, [t]a F ) = 1 iff Ea (ω, t) ⊆ [F ].
Since the valuation function V is defined on worlds and formulas, the definition of truth is standard.
Definition 4 (Truth). Given a subset model
M = (W, W0 , V, E)
and a world ω ∈ W and a formula F we define the relation
M, ω

F

iff

as follows:

V (ω, F ) = 1.

Validity is defined with respect to the normal worlds.
Definition 5 (Validity). Let CS be a constant specification. We say that a
formula F is CS-valid if for each CS-subset model
M = (W, W0 , V, E)
and each ω ∈ W0 , we have M, ω

F.

As expected, we have soundness and completeness. A completeness proof
is easily obtained by combining the completeness proofs of [Lehmann, Studer,
2019] and [Faroldi et al., 2020].
Theorem 1. Let CS be an arbitrary constant specification. For each formula F
we have that
CTJCS ` F iff F is CS-valid.
Let us now present a small but instructive example of our semantics.
Example 1. There is a subset model M with a normal world ω such that
M, ω

[s]a P

and M, ω

[t]a ¬P.

for some terms s and t, some agent a, and some atomic proposition P .
Indeed, let M be given by
1. W := {ω, µ, ν};
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2. W0 := {ω, µ};
3. V (ω, P ) := 0, V (µ, P ) := 1, V (ν, P ) := 1, V (ν, ¬P ) := 1;
4. Ea (ω, s) := {µ, ν}, Ea (ω, t) := {ω, ν}.
By the definition of V , we find
[P ] = {µ, ν} and [¬P ] = {ω, ν}.
Hence
Ea (ω, s) ⊆ [P ] and Ea (ω, t) ⊆ [¬P ]
and thus (since ω ∈ W0 )
V (ω, [s]a P ) = 1 and V (ω, [t]a ¬P ) = 1
as desired.
Note that the model M can never satisfy an axiomatically appropriate and
schematic constant specification (see Lemma 4). However, this example at least
implies 0∅ ([s]a A ∧ [t]a ¬A) → ⊥.
Remark 2. The logic CTJCS with an axiomatically appropriate and nonschematic constant specification CS is not an explicit counterpart of any modal
logic. We can map formulas of justification logic to formulas of modal logic as
follows. The forgetful projection of a formula A of Fml is the result of replacing
all occurences of [t]a in A with 2a , i.e. we forget the explicit justification for
agent a to believe a proposition and only represent that a believes the proposition.
By the previous example, it is consistent in CTJCS to have [s]a P and [t]a ¬P
for two different terms s and t. Thus in a corresponding modal logic we have
2a P and 2a ¬P . This, however, contradicts the forgetful projection of axiom noc, which is ¬(2a P ∧ 2a ¬P ).
We finish this section with a remark on the notion of negation in CTJCS .
Remark 3. The justifcation operators of CTJCS provide hyperintensional contexts. That is they make it possible to distinguish between logically equivalent
formulas, which is necessary for a tolerant treatment of conflicts. Thus the
question arises which notion of negation do we get in these hyperintensional
contexts provided by CTJCS .
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Let CS be an axiomatically appropriate but non-schematic constant specification. Then CTJCS internalizes the rules of contraposition and double negation.
Formally we can prove in CTJCS
[x]a (A → B) → [r1 ]a (¬B → ¬A)
[x]a A → [r2 ]a ¬¬A
[x]a ¬¬A → [r3 ]a A
for suitable terms r1 , r2 , and r3 .
However, ex contradictione rules cannot be internalized in CTJCS , i.e. it is
in general not provable that
[x]a (A → B) ∧ [y]a (A → ¬B) → [r4 ]a (A → C)
for any term r4 .

4.

Epistemic Reasoning

In this section, we discuss an epistemic situation that illustrates the use and
interplay of axiom noc, positive introspection and an axiomatically appropriate
constant specification. Note, in particular, how axiom noc is used to state that
if one observes that a hat is not red, then the same observation cannot lead to
the result that the hat is red.
Before we present our example for reasoning in CTJCS , let us talk about
terminology. Often we will read a formula [t]a F as agent a knows F for reason t
or t justifies agent a’s knowledge of F . However, we should emphasize that
CTJCS does not include a factivity (or truth) axiom of the form [t]a F → F .2 The
reason that we still talk of knowledge is that we want to stay as close as possisble
to the presentation of the Frauchiger–Renner paradox given in[Nurgalieva, del
Rio, 2019]. A more appropriate reading of [t]a F in the context of CTJCS would
be t justifies agent a’s belief in F or agent a accepts t as evidence for F .
Consider the following scenario where we work with an axiomatically appropriate constant specification. There are two agents, a and b. Agent a wears
a hat, which may be red or not. We use the propositional atom red to state
whether the hat is red. Assume further that agent a cannot see the color of
the hat. But a red hat will attract b’s attention and b will observe (and thus
know) that the hat is red. Formally, we express this by
red → [obs]b red
2

The T in CTJCS stands for tolerant and not (as usual) for truth.
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where obs is a term representing b’s observation. We also assume that agent a
knows that a red hat will attract b’s attention and hence there is a term s1 with
[s1 ]a (red → [obs]b red).
From this and the axiomatically appropriate constant specification, we can
construct a term s2 with
[s2 ]a (¬[obs]b red → ¬red).

(2)

Now suppose that the color of the hat was not red but yet agent b noticed
it and observed that the hat is not red. Hence we have
[obs]b ¬red.
Agent b knows this by positive introspection (axiom j4), i.e. we have
[!obs]b [obs]b ¬red.

(3)

Using axiom noc we find
[obs]b ¬red → ¬[obs]b red.
Since we work with an axiomatically appropriate constant specification, we can
use Lemma 1 to find a term t with
[t]b ([obs]b ¬red → ¬[obs]b red).
This, together with axiom j and (3), leads to
[t·!obs]b ¬[obs]b red.

(4)

That means that agent b knows that
¬[obs]b red,

(5)

i.e. agent b knows that it is not the case that agent b observed that the hat is
red. Hence agent b can announce (5) to agent a. Then we get
[ann]a ¬[obs]b red,

(6)

where ann is a term representing the announcement.
Now agent a knows that it is not the case that agent b observed that the
hat is red. Combining this with (2) yields
[s2 · ann]a ¬red,
which means that after b’s announcement, agent a knows that the hat is not
red.
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Remark 4. We use announcements in a very informal way and we did not
include any principles formalizing announcements in CTJCS . In the above example, we have an announcement in the step from (4) to (6). We assume this
to work as follows. Agent b has evidence r for F , i.e. [r]b F . Thus agent b can
announce F to agent a. Then this announcement, represented by ann, is a’s
evidence for F , i.e. [ann]a F .

5.

Frauchiger–Renner Experiment

The Frauchiger–Renner thought experiment [Frauchiger, Renner, 2018] is
used to formulate a no-go theorem in quantum physics. We follow the presentation of the thought experiment that is given in [Nurgalieva, del Rio, 2019]. We
omit all details and give only a very rough description of the experiment where
we omit the actual quantum physical construction and focus on the epistemic
logic view on the experiment. Thus we do not dicuss the quantum physical
assumptions of the paradox. Neither do we discuss whether the thought experiment really is paradoxical, for more on this, see, e.g. [Lazarovici, Hubert,
2019].
The original no-go theorem claims that no physical theory can simultaneously satisfy the assumptions:
(Q) compatibility with the Born rule of quantum mechanics;
(C) logical consistency among agents;
(S) experimenters having the subjective experience of seeing only one outcome.
A fourth, implicitly used, assumption is discussed in [Nurgalieva, del Rio, 2019]:
(U) all agents are considering the evolution of the other agents in their labs
unitary.
This means that agents, when reasoning about statements other agents make,
do it according to a specific assumption of time evolution. Roughly, assumption (U) states that time evolution is such that the probability of the quantum
system is conserved.
The setup of the experiment consists of four participants, Alice, Bob, Ursula, and Wigner, where each of them is equipped with a quantum memory
(A, B, U, and W, respectively). The procedure of the experiment is as follows.
1. Alice measures a qubit R in a basis {|0iR , |1iR }. She records the outcome
in her memory A and, depending on the outcome, prepares a qubit S in
a certain way and sends it to Bob.
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2. Bob measures S in a basis {|0iS , |1iS } and records the outcome in his
memory B.
3. Ursula measures Alice’s lab (consisting of R and A) in a basis
{|okiRA , |failiRA }.
4. Wigner measures Bob’s lab (consisting of S and B) in a basis
{|okiSB , |failiSB }.
5. Ursula and Wigner compare the outcomes of their measurements. If they
are both ok, they halt the experiment, otherwise they reset the experiment
and repeat it.
It can be shown that this experiment will halt at some point and we postselect
on this event. The setup of the experiment (i.e. the initial qubit R, the construction of qubit S, and the bases in which the measurements are performed)
is carefully chosen such that the following hold:
If Ursula observes outcome ok, then Bob obtained outcome 1.

(7)

If Bob observes outcome 1, then Alice obtained outcome 1.

(8)

If Alice observes outcome 1, then Wigner will obtain outcome fail.

(9)

Since the setup of the experiment is common knowledge, Wigner knows the
above implications. Hence by simple logical reasoning, Wigner knows that
if Ursula observes outcome ok, then Wigner will obtain outcome fail.

(10)

Since we consider the event when the experiment halts, Wigner knows that
Wigner observes outcome ok

(11)

Ursula observes outcome ok.

(12)

and

Taking (12) and (10) together, we obtain that Wigner knows that
Wigner observes outcome fail,
which contradicts (11) if agents experience only a single outcome of measurements.
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Let us now formalize the experiment in the language of justification logic.
We start with the fact that Wigner knows the implications (7)–(9). That means
there exists a term r such that

[r]W (u = ok) → (b = 1)

[r]W (b = 1) → (a = 1)

[r]W (a = 1) → (w = fail) ,
where we treat (u = ok), (b = 1), (a = 1), and (w = fail) as propositional
atoms. Further we let (w = ok) be an abbreviation for ¬(w = fail). Now we
can reason in CTJCS as follows. Using axiom j we find that for all terms x
[x]W (u = ok) → [r · (r · (r · x))]W (w = fail).

(13)

Again, since the setup is common knowledge and the experiment halts, Wigner
knows that both Ursula and Wigner obtained outcome ok. Since (w = ok) is
¬(w = fail), we may assume that there is a term s such that
[s]W (u = ok)

(14)

[s]W ¬(w = fail).

(15)

[r · (r · (r · s))]W (w = fail),

(16)

From (14) and (13) we get

which, in CTJCS , does not contradict (15). A model for a similar case is provided
in Example 1.
Note that there are sever restrictions on CS for (15) and (16) to not contradict each other. In particular, the constant specification cannot be both
axiomatically appropriate and schematic (see Lemma 4). A good choice for
CS would be an axiomatically appropriate CS that is not schematic because
then we still have internalization (Lemma 1). This is important for epistemic
reasoning in general (see Section 4.), and, in particular, in the context of assumption (C) of the Frauchiger–Renner paradox (see the discussion in the next
section).
This formalization shows that justification logic is an adequate framework
to represent the Frauchiger–Renner paradox. CTJCS is strong enough to model
complex epistemic situations (as shown in the previous section) yet formalizing
the paradox does not lead to an inconsistency.
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6.

Discussion

Nurgalieva and del Rio [Nurgalieva, del Rio, 2019] discuss formalizations of
the Frauchiger–Renner paradox in modal logic. They claim that modal logic
is not adequate in quantum settings since formalizing the Frauchiger–Renner
paradox in modal logic leads to inconsistencies.
Essentially, their formalization is along the same lines as the one we present
in justification logic (actually we followed their model). The important difference, however, is that in modal logic one only has the 2-modality at hand
and thus cannot distinguish between different reasons for an agent’s belief. So
instead of our (15) and (16), one obtains in a modal logic setting
2W ¬(w = fail) and 2W (w = fail),

(17)

respectively.
In modal logic D, where the axiom
¬2a ⊥

(18)

is present for all agents a, the situation (17) is obviously inconsistent. An easy
way out would be to drop axiom (18) and simply use modal logic K to avoid the
contradiction. However, this is not an option since axiom (18) is necessary to
adequately model the assumptions of the Frauchiger–Renner paradox in modal
logic. In particular, we have assumption
(S) experimenters having the subjective experience of seeing only one outcome,
which is taken care of by (18) in the sense of experimenters cannot have the
subjective experience of contradicting outcomes. The problem, of course, is that
(18) does not talk about subjective experience but about belief of an agent;
and in the language of modal logic, one cannot distinguish whether an agent’s
belief originates from subjective experience, communication with other agents,
or logical reasoning.
In justification logic CTJCS , asssumption (S) is modelled by axiom noc
saying that it is not possible that the same evidence justifies both a proposition
and its negation. This matches better the idea behind (S) because now we can
state that measurements have a unique outcome (from the perspective of the
agent carrying out the experiment). Yet, communication with other agents and
logical reasoning may lead to contradicting beliefs.
Now let us briefly look at assumption (C). Nurgalieva and del Rio state
that (C) is modelled by the distributivity axiom of modal logic, which corresponds to axiom j in CTJCS . If we work with an axiomatically appropriate
15

constant specification we additionally have an analogue to the necessitation rule
of modal logic (see Lemma 1). A more detailed discussion of assumption (C)
is given in the next two sections.
Nurgalieva and del Rio [Nurgalieva, del Rio, 2019] discuss a formalization of
the Frauchiger–Renner paradox in a modal logic with contexts [Schroeter, 2019].
There, the contradiction is avoided since the distributivity axiom can only be
applied in matching contexts. However, this also means that even simple logical
reasoning often cannot be performed. Another problem is that the contexts
may grow exponentially. There is strong evidence that such an exponential
blow-up does not happen in justification logic. Brezhnev and Kuznets [Brezhnev, Kuznets, 2006] present a realization procedure of the modal logic S4 into
the Logic of Proofs LP that produces justification terms of at most quadratic
length. Although CTJCS is not an explicit counterpart of a modal logic (see
Remark 2) and thus we cannot establish a realization result, we take Brezhnev
and Kuznets’ result as a hint that also CTJCS behaves well with respect to
complexity.

7.

Epistemic Reasoning with Trust

Assumption (C) is originally explained as follows (where we omit the references to time) [Frauchiger, Renner, 2018]: A theory T that satisfies (C) allows
any agent Alice to reason as follows. If Alice has established ‘I am certain that
agent B (upon reasoning using T ) is certain that P ’, then Alice can conclude
‘I am certain that P .’
Therefore, Nurgalieva and del Rio [Nurgalieva, del Rio, 2019] suggest to use
a trust axiom of the form
2a 2b P → 2a P
to model (C) properly. The above axiom expresses that agent a trusts agent b.
Formally one could consider a system where all agents trust each other or a
system with an explicit trust relation.
To extend CTJCS with trust, we need a new operation on terms. Namely,
if s is a term, then ↓ s is a term, too.
Then we can state the trust axiom as
ju [s]a [t]b A → [↓ s]a A)
Using this axiom, we get a more accurate formalization of the epistemic
situation given in Section 4.. This concerns the step when agent b makes the
announcement to agent a.
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We start with (4)
[t·!obs]b ¬[obs]b red.
Now agent b announces this to agent a. Then we have
[ann]a [t·!obs]b ¬[obs]b red,
where ann is a term representing the announcement.
Now we use the Trust axiom ju to derive
[↓ ann]a ¬[obs]b red,
i.e. agent a knows that it is not the case that agent b observed that the hat is
red. Combining this with (2) yields
[s2 · ↓ ann]a ¬red,
which means that after b’s announcement, agent a knows that the hat is not
red. Note that the evidence term for a’s knowledge contains the ↓-operation
meaning that the trust relation was used to obain that knowledge. One could
also extend the language and index the ↓ with the agents to show who trusted
whom, similar to Yavorskaya’s evidence conversion operator ↑ab , see [Yavorskaya,
2007]. Actually, the combination of the announcement and the trust axiom
employed in our example above has the same effect as the evidence conversion
operation, which is axiomatized by
[t]b A → [↑ab t]a A.
Hence, in Yavorskaya’s system we would apply the ↑ba -operation to (4) to obtain
[↑ab (t·!obs)]a ¬[obs]b red
and using (2) we could conclude
[s2 · ↑ab (t·!obs)]a ¬red.
Note that single agent versions of the trust axiom are discussed in the
frame of deontic justification logic by Faroldi and Protopopescu [Faroldi, Protopopescu, 2019]. Also Fitting [Fitting, 2016] discusses them in the context of
realizing Geach logics.
We want to finish this section with a remark showing how the trust principle
and our (informal) announcements play together in the context of conflicting
evidence.
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Remark 5. Assume agent b has conflicting justifications [s]b F and [t]b ¬F .
Using j4 we find that [!s]b [s]b F and [!t]b [t]b ¬F . By Lemma 2 we find a term r
such that we get [r·!s·!t]b ([s]b F ∧ [t]b ¬F ). Now agent b can announce [s]b F ∧
[t]b ¬F to agent a, which gives us
[ann]a ([s]b F ∧ [t]b ¬F ).
Since CS is axiomatically appropriate there are terms p1 and p2 such that
[p1 ]a ([s]b F ∧ [t]b ¬F → [s]b F ) and [p2 ]a ([s]b F ∧ [t]b ¬F → [t]b ¬F )
are provable in CTJCS . Thus we obtain
[p1 · ann]a [s]b F

and [p2 · ann]a [t]b ¬F.

[↓ (p1 · ann)]a F

and [↓ (p2 · ann)]a ¬F.

By ju we get
The last two formulas are in accordance with noc. But this requires p1 and p2 to
be two different terms. Hence hyperintensionality, in particular distinguishing
between A ∧ B and B ∧ A, is essential for making our approach work.

8.

Frauchiger–Renner with trust

In [Nurgalieva, del Rio, 2019], there is also a modal logic analysis of the
Frauchiger–Renner paradox given that takes into account the trust relation
between the agents where Bob trusts Alice, Ursula trusts Bob, Wigner trusts
Ursula.
Again we closely follow the presentation of [Nurgalieva, del Rio, 2019] and
adapt it to justification logic. Before the experiment begins, but after the agents
talked to each other, we have the following statements about Wigner’s beliefs:

[r1 ]W [s1 ]U [obsU ]U (u = ok) → [v1 (obsU )]B (b = 1)

[r2 ]W [s2 ]U [v2 ]B [obsB ]B (b = 1) → [w(obsB )]A (a = 1)

[r3 ]W [s3 ]U [v3 ]B [w3 ]A [obsA ]A (a = 1) → [r4 (obsA )]W (w = fail) .
Applying the trust axiom several times leads to

[↓ r1 ]W [obsU ]U (u = ok) → [v1 (obsU )]B (b = 1)

[↓↓ r2 ]W [obsB ]B (b = 1) → [w(obsB )]A (a = 1)

[↓↓↓ r3 ]W [obsA ]A (a = 1) → [r4 (obsA )]W (w = fail) .
Thus we find a term r5 such that

[r5 ]W [x]U (u = ok) → [r4 (w(v1 (x)))]W (w = fail) .
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(19)

Now we run the experiment and consider the case when the experiment halts.
Then Ursula and Wigner are both ok, i.e. there are terms obsU and obsW such
that
[obsU ]U (u = ok) and [obsW ]W (w = ok).
Moreover they learn of each other’s outcomes, in particular, there is a term r6
such that
[r6 ]W [obsU ]U (u = ok).
Plugin this into (19) yields
[r5 · r6 ]W [r4 (w(v1 (obsU )))]W (w = fail).
Since Wigner trusts himself, we conclude
[↓ (r5 · r6 )]W (w = fail),
which again does not contradict [obsW ]W (w = ok) in CTJCS where we again
use an axiomatically appriopriate but non-schematic CS.
This is in contrast to the modal logic formalization given in [Nurgalieva, del
Rio, 2019] where we obtain a contradiction in the modal logic D extended by
the trust axioms.

9.

Conclusion

We introduced CTJCS , a new epistemic justificaton logic. CTJCS disallows
one piece of evidence to justify both a proposition and its negation but still tolerates conflicting beliefs. We studied epistemic reasoning in CTJCS and showed
that it can adequately represent the Frauchiger–Renner paradox from quantum
physics. Further, we investigated an extension of CTJCS with trust axioms.
The price we had to pay for obtaining conflict tolerance was to drop the
sum-operation from standard justification logic. So this paper can also be seen
as a contribution to understanding the role of the +-operation. But sum also
is one of the most intuitive operations for justification logic and it is crucial for
obtaining normal realizations. Thus further investigations on the sum operation
are definitely needed.
It might also be interesting to investigate the relationship of CTJCS and
conflict tolerant non-normal modal logics. For instance, in Chellas’ minimal
deontic logic ¬2⊥ does not imply ¬(2A ∧ 2¬A), see [Chellas, 1980].
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